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jay-z: i was working on some beats. i was working with a new producer named bink! he was working with mocha from mocha xpress, and bink was working on a beat for mocha and he was like, im working on a beat for you, jay z. and i was like, oh, ok,
im in. and i went over there and he played me a beat and i didnt really feel it. then he came back to the studio and i heard it again and i was like, yeah, that dont feel like anything. and he was like, thats my new beat, ill let you record this. and i was like,

ok. and then he gave me the song, you, me, him and her. and i was like, this is crazy. like, the beats are really ill. i was like, whoa, this is a new sound for me. like, im about to do something different. the beats were crazy, and i really liked it, and i
recorded it. thats the first song i did. i was in there for a little while. then i went in to do something for kanye west, and i went in to do something for jay z, and i went back in to do something for myself. i was like, im not really feeling this beat, im not
feeling the song, im feeling this beat. im not feeling the song. this sounds like a mixtape. i feel like i should do a different song. i should do a song on this album, and i felt like the beat for 1-900-hustler was the best thing i heard all day. im not feeling
this song, im feeling this beat. so im like, i should do this song. and then i went in to do it. i recorded it a couple of times, and i thought it was cool. i was like, im feeling this beat. im feeling this song. and then i just did it. and we put it on there. beanie

sigel: im really excited about the record. i think jay was really in his element. he got himself into the zone. its very jay-z, he was in his zone. he got himself in the zone. he got a little monotone, he got a little conversational. he got himself in his zone. he
started to talk to people. he was on the beat, but he was on the beat with a purpose. its about what he was trying to accomplish, its about what he was trying to go for. its about what he was trying to go for. its definitely an important record for jay. its
definitely an important record for roc-a-fella, definitely an important record for himself. its definitely an important record for beanie sigel. beanie sigel and jay z were like, what have we got? we need to make something. so that record was for us, and it

was for all of us. we was all in the same studio, and you heard the way he talked to us, he was like, you know what? imma make you make this record. he was like, this is the record. this is the record.
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the truth is, the blueprint is considered a classic, a masterpiece. its an album that is often considered
hip-hop history. its an album that is often considered one of the best hip-hop albums of all time. but
most importantly, it is one of the best hip-hop albums of all time because its also one of the most

influential. jay-z dropped it at a time when hip-hop was in flux, when it was in danger of becoming a
music for the masses. the album was a statement. it was a message. since the first single from the
dynasty, no ceilings, jay has established a vocal quality that is him, and not a studio creation. his

voice is the most identifiable feature on the entire album, and jay is not a singer who can be
imitated. and with songs like numbers on the boards, he takes that purity and makes it dance,

making it the album opener. jay zs marital problems are the real reason theres no shawn carter in
the album cover. but that doesnt diminish the fact that he is a lyrical genius with the ability to make
a verse sound smooth as silk. and thats something that the men in the streets know about jay. jay z
actually paid for a full-page ad in the new york times magazine proclaiming that he is a diplomat, not
a rapper. his wife, beyonce, really helped him hone his diplomatic skills on an olympics track where
he raps about how he is going to treat women like he wouldnt treat a dog. and on the same album,
he can make a single line into a full-on offensive when he rhymes about how one of his friends got

his mother pregnant (better than most dudes who have done it). i guess theres something to be said
about skill when you can make a single line with a pun about your mom (i get it. she aint even

supposed to be on here). 5ec8ef588b
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